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The Love Dare challenged individuals to love their
spouse more. Closer shows wives and husbands how
to grow that love together. Introduced with Scripture
verses and engaging stories, these 52 devotionals will
inspire couples to draw closer through faith
conversations--those quiet talks so vital for emotional
and spiritual intimacy in a marriage. Guided, practical
action steps round out each reading. Closer, with its
flexible weekly format, is an appealing alternative to a
daily devotional.

Marriage Ministry By Design
A Guide to Rebuilding Trust and Intimacy It's
devastating to discover that the person you trust the
most has betrayed you. You'll be facing some hard
questions after learning of your partner's infidelity.
You may choose to rebuild your relationship, or you
may decide to move on. Whatever the right decision
is for you, this book will help you figure out why your
partner betrayed you and decide whether you can
remain in your relationship. It will also show you new
ways to relate that can help you and your partner
become a lasting, loving, and committed couple.
You'll start by taking a look at the phenomenon of
infidelity and the three types of intimacy: selfintimacy, conflict intimacy, and affection intimacy.
Then you'll learn about the three kinds of
infidelity—those of fear, of loneliness, and of
anger—and what each reveals about your
relationship. Then it's on to practical exercises that
can heal emotional wounds and enable you to recover
your ability to trust. Even if you decide not to remain
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with your current Jim
partner,
the book will help you
make wise relationship choices to "affair-proof" your
future relationship.

Becoming a Spiritually Healthy Family
Do you find it difficult coming up with thoughtprovoking conversation starters or topics to discuss
with your partner? Do you want to discover insightful
questions that can lead to having deeper, exciting,
and more meaningful conversations as a couple?
Don't have much to talk about except the day-to-day
life activities? If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you’re not alone. We all want to have
better, more substantial, and engaging conversations
everyday with our significant other. However,
knowing where to start or the right questions to ask
can be a challenge when things become routine.
That's why we wrote Questions for Couples. We have
used these open-ended questions to get to know each
other more deeply, have better conversations, and
improve our relationship. We believe these questions
will do the same for your relationship too. In
Questions for Couples, you will discover: 1. 469
Thought-provoking conversation starters for
connecting, building trust, and rekindling intimacy in
your relationship. 2. Fun, engaging, and open-ended
questions that will lead to some of the best
conversations you have had in a while with your
partner, bring you closer, and really get you learning
about each other. 3. Creative conversation starters for
communicating and expressing your feelings, needs,
and desires. 4. Refreshing questions you can discuss
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with each other onJim
a daily
or weekly basis to help you
grow your relationship, as well as personal
development. Simply select 365 questions that you
love, and use them for a 365 Days of Questions
Challenge with your partner. 5. Thought-provoking
questions that will help you talk about things you
might never think of on your own, which is especially
helpful if you are looking for something new to talk
about. 6. Inspiring conversation starters for setting
yearly goals as a couple, so you can grow together
while achieving them. 7. Exciting sex questions that
will get you talking and sharing your sexual desires,
so you can have better and more satisfying sex. And
much more. You can have great conversations when
you know what questions to ask. You just need the
right questions. Open-ended questions that will spark
deeper conversations, so you can discover and learn
more about yourself, and your partner. Whether you
are dating, in a committed relationship, engaged,
married, or in a long-distance relationship, this book is
for you. Questions for Couples will get you talking for
hours, even if you have very little to talk about. Plus
because it’s pocket-sized, it's easy to take
everywhere; for road trips, coffee dates, to date
nights dinner or events, the beach, vacation trips, etc.
Now, get your copy of this questions book for couples
today. ----- Related keywords to this Questions for
Couples book: Questions for couples, marriage
questions, relationship questions, questions for dating
couples, dating questions, questions for couples book,
relationship questions, relationship questions book,
questions couples, questions for couples game,
questions for couples therapy, questions for married
couples, questions for married couples fun, questions
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couples, what if questions for couples, 365 questions
for couples, questions for engaged couples,
relationship questions to ask, relationship questions
game, relationship questions for couples, fun
relationship questions, dating icebreaker questions,
marriage counseling questions, conversation starters
for couples, conversation starters,

Emotional and Sexual Intimacy in
Marriage
For over a decade Rekindling Desire has helped to
restore and restructure sexuality in thousands of
lives. This expanded edition continues the exploration
of inhibited sexual desire and no-sex relationships by
respected therapist Barry McCarthy, who brings
decades of knowledge and the expertise that comes
from having treated almost 3,000 couples for sexual
problems. Contained within are suggested strategies
and exercises that help develop communication and
sexual skills, as well as interesting case studies that
open the doors to couples’ sexual frustrations. The
shame, embarrassment, and hesitancy that
individuals feel with themselves, and the resentment
and blame they can feel towards their sexual
partners, are explored and put into context. Whether
you are married, cohabitating, or dating, or if you are
25, 45, or 75, reading this book will help renew your
sexual desire and put you on the path towards
healthy, pleasure-oriented sexuality.

To Love, Honor, and Vacuum
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Trusted family authority provides a simple and
practical guide for parents to help their children
develop a healthy perspective regarding their bodies
and sexuality.

Love and Respect
Countless married couples end up living alone – in the
same house. Over twenty-eight years of conducting
"Weekend to Remember" conferences have convinced
Dennis and Barbara Rainey that isolation is the
number-one problem in marriages today. But they
believe it's possible to overcome "marital drift" and
experience the miracle of oneness. This book provides
a positive, workable strategy for keeping your
marriage vital and intimate. Included are proven
principles and hands-on exercises to help you:
understand the personal and cultural forces that
isolate you from your spouse manage your schedules,
workloads, roles, and responsibilities without losing
sight of each other allos for (and enjoy) individual
differences while maintaining unity build an
atmosphere of cooperation by meeting each other
more than halfwey "affair-proof" your relationship (or
heal it after the fact) grow closer duing hard times
instead of letting your troubles pull you apart create a
"safe" atmosphere for transparent communication
discover the secrets of a mutually rewarding sex life
leave a legacy of love and unity to your family and
friends Previous Edition: 0-8499-3343-9

Rekindling Desire
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If you have an adult
child,
you know that parenting
doesn't stop when a child reaches the age of
eighteen. In many ways, it gets more complicated.
Both your heart and your head are as involved as
ever, whether your child lives under your roof or
rarely stays in contact. In Doing Life with Your Adult
Children, parenting expert Jim Burns helps you
navigate the toughest and the most rewarding parts
of parenting your grown kids. Speaking from his own
personal and professional experience, Burns offers
practical answers to questions such as these: Is it OK
to give advice to my grown child? What's the
difference between enabling and helping? What
boundaries should I have if my child moves back
home? What do I do when my child doesn't seem to
be maturing into adulthood? How do I relate to my
grown child's significant other? What does it mean to
have healthy financial boundaries? How can I support
my grown children when I don't support their values?
Including positive principles on bringing kids back to
faith, ideas on how to leave a legacy as a
grandparent, and encouragement for every changing
season, Doing Life with Your Adult Children is a
unique book on your changing role in a calling that
never ends.

Doing Life with Your Adult Children
In this groundbreaking book, Dr. David Schnarch, one
of the foremost experts on sexuality and
relationships, explains why normal healthy couples in
long-term relationships have sexual desire problems,
regardless of how much they love each other or how
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well they communicate.
In-depth examples of couples
he has counselled reveal his unique understanding of
common-but-difficult sexual desire problems that
affect couples of all ages. Combining compassion and
clinical wisdom, Dr. Schnarch explains how to use his
revolutionary Four Points of Balance approach to
resolve low desire, mismatched desire, sexual
boredom, and the emotional gridlock that
accompanies these problems. Intimacy and Desire
provides a roadmap for how couples can transform
common sexual desire problems into self-exploration
and personal development that leads to psychological
and spiritual growth, stronger relationships, and more
powerful and meaningful desire for each other. It
provides time-proven comprehensive solutions that
help couples reconnect with each other sexually, and
take their intimacy and passion to new, previously
unexplored heights.

Getting the Love You Want
A New York Times best-selling marriage book making
a difference! More than one million copies sold! Based
on over three decades of counseling, as well as
scientific and biblical research, Dr. Emerson Eggerichs
and his wife, Sarah, have already taken the Love &
Respect message across America and are changing
the way couples talk to, think about, and treat each
other. What do you want for your marriage? Want
some peace? Want to feel close? Want to feel valued?
Want to experience marriage the way God intended?
Then why not try some Love and Respect. A wife has
one driving need?to feel loved. When that need is
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feel respected. When that need is met, he is happy.
When either of these needs isn’t met, things get
crazy. Love & Respect reveals why spouses react
negatively to each other, and how they can deal with
such conflict quickly, easily, and biblically. What
readers say about Love & Respect “I’ve been married
35 years and have not heard this taught.” “This is the
key that I have been missing.” “You connected all the
dots for me.” “As a counselor, I have never been so
excited about any material.” “You’re on to something
huge here.” Partner Love & Respect with the Love &
Respect Workbook for Couples, Individuals, and
Groups for an added experience. Love & Respect is
also available in Spanish, Amor y Respeto.

Confident Parenting
Men are right. The “relationship talk” does not help.
Dr. Patricia Love’s and Dr. Steven Stosny’s How to
Improve Your Marriage Without Talking About It
reveals the stunning truth about marital happiness:
Love is not about better communication. It's about
connection. You'll never get a closer relationship with
your man by talking to him like you talk to one of your
girlfriends. Male emotions are like women's sexuality:
you can't be too direct too quickly. There are four
ways to connect with a man:touch, activity, sex,
routines. Men want closer marriages just as much as
women do,but not if they has to act like a woman.
Talking makes women move closer; it makes men
move away. The secret of the silent male is this: his
wife supplies the meaning in his life. The stunning
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talking doesn’t help. Have you
ever had this conversation with your spouse? Wife:
“Honey, we need to talk about us.” Husband: “Do we
have to?” Drs. Patricia Love and Steven Stosny have
studied this all-too-familiar dynamic between men
and women and have reached a truly shocking
conclusion. Even with the best of intentions, talking
about your relationship doesn’t bring you together,
and it will eventually drive you apart. The reason for
this is that underneath most couples’ fights, there is a
biological difference at work. A woman’s vulnerability
to fear and anxiety makes her draw closer, while a
man’s subtle sensitivity to shame makes him pull
away in response. This is why so many married
couples fall into the archetypal roles of nagging
wife/stonewalling husband, and why improving a
marriage can’t happen through words. How to
Improve Your Marriage Without Talking About It
teaches couples how to get closer in ways that don’t
require “trying to turn a man into a woman.” Rich in
stories of couples who have turned their marriages
around, and full of practical advice about the
behaviors that make and break marriages, this
essential guide will help couples find love beyond
words.

Communication In Marriage
From a two-time nationally award winning sexuality
researcher - The Art of Intimate Marriage. God's plan
for sexual intimacy in marriage is the work of a
Master artist and genuine intimacy is like a beautiful
masterpiece. Your marriage is going well but you
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for help on how to do that. You want to know what
God has to say about how to build a fulfilling sexual
intimacy in your marriage. Your sexual relationship
has been full of pain, discouragement, and frustration
and you need some answers. You have some medical
issues that are making sex difficult and you would like
to rekindle experiencing mutually pleasurable sex. For
these issues and more, The Art of Intimate Marriage
provides direction and guidance on how to get there.
Creating that masterpiece may mean learning God’s
view of sex, gaining life-giving intimacy skills, and
figuring out how to work through conflict in a way that
creates deeper connection. It may also mean
overcoming things in your background, healing things
in your marriage, or dealing with those medical
challenges. We have the opportunity to have a deeper
understanding of God’s loving heart through being
deeply known and erotically bonded with our spouse.
The Art of Intimate Marriage gives us a road map to
experience growth toward a more rewarding, spiritual
sexual relationship.

Teaching Your Children Healthy Sexuality
(Pure Foundations)
A marriage therapist and pastoral counselor explains
that most of the feelings of receiving inadequate love
come from unresolved childhood conflicts and
describes how adults can learn to flourish as loving
and loved people, in a new edition of the best-selling
handbook. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
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The Remarriage Manual
How to Improve Your Marriage Without
Talking About It
Life is moving so fast at times that we lose sight of
the romance, passion, and intimacy we so desire in
our marriage. After 10 years of marriage Tony & Alisa
lost sight of why they got married. Kids, work, family,
and everything else were taking priority over their
marriage. In September of 2008 they started the 60
Days of Sex Challenge. Little did they know that the
experience would change their lives. The lessons they
learned not only changed their physical intimacy in
the bedroom, but brought dramatic improvement to
every area of their marriage. Those lessons are all
here in Stripped Down, an easy to read workbook that
will help you bring back the intimacy and passion in
your own marriage. You'll learn things like: Setting
priorities so your marriage receives the attention it
deserves. Getting out of your ruts in and out of the
bedroom. Learning how to make intimacy a priority in
your marriage. Breaking down the communication
barriers."As a life coach I see many people who have
created strategies for business success.But those
same people frequently have no plan for success in
the most important areas of life. In Stripped Down,
Tony and Alisa share clear systems and processes for
being as intentional about success in your marriage
as you would expect in your business. With no plan in
place, your business - or your marriage - will likely
fail. Don't take that chance."-Dan Miller, author, 48
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48days.com"If you thought the Honeymoon couldn't
lastThink Again! With uncharacteristic candor and an
engaging conversational style, the DiLorenzos reveal
the secret to an Intimacy in marriage that goes the
distance! Stripped Down is a must read for
Marriage!"-Pastor Harry Kuehl, Senior Pastor, The
Church at Rancho Bernardo

The First Few Years of Marriage
It's Not Too Late to Find Intimacy and Fulfillment
Don't settle for mediocre when it comes to
satisfaction in marriage--pull out all the stops and
discover the joy of true intimacy! This book will help
you take back the life you dreamed of when you said
your vows and experience the joys of an awe-filled
marriage. Jim Burns' honest and vulnerable writing
coupled with practical advice will inspire you to
reconnect with the most important person in your life:
your spouse.

The 4 Seasons of Marriage
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th
of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School
library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior
libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

The Science of Trust: Emotional
Attunement for Couples
Drawing on separate scientific studies, two
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skills couples need to make the transition to
parenthood, using practical advice and real-life
examples to help couples avoid relationship
meltdown, maintain a healthy sex life, preserve
emotional intimacy, prevent postpartum depression,
and create a nurturing environment. Reprint. 50,000
first printing.

Sexual Intimacy in Marriage, 4th ed.
Tackles the tough and sensitive issues of sexuality to
prepare teens for their adolescent years, instilling
godly values about sex, their body, and relationships.
Ages 8 to 14.

Kiss Me Again
Jim Burns and Doug Fields wish you the very best for
your wedding, but sadly, they won't be able to make
it. What they are here for is your marriage. Jim and
Doug have seen it all. They have worked with many
couples and have studied extensively to uncover the
essential elements for making marriages thrive. This
book is their early wedding gift to you: a
comprehensive, easy-to-navigate road map for
beginning your union. Filled with premium fuel for the
journey—including meaningful exercises, hard truths,
and conversations starters—this book will nourish and
guide your relationship for the long haul.

Intimacy and Desire
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With sensitivity and
tact,
the McCarthys offer a
10-step program that features concrete techniques
and effective strategies designed to help couples
increase sexual awareness, confront inhibitions,
revitalize desire, and integrate intimacy and
eroticism.

Rekindling Desire
Jim Burns, president of HomeWord, lays a positive
foundation for parenting with practical strategies and
illustrations, teaching how to create a warm, gracefilled home.

American Book Publishing Record
Parenting teenagers is one of the biggest challenges
parents face. But fear not! Tackling the realities of our
day, family expert Jim Burns shows how parents can
help their teens attain a healthy self-identity,
establish good relationships, make wise decisions,
and grow in their relationship with God. Whether
you're facing serious troubles or looking for simple
tips for a better family life, this book offers help and
hope.

The Purity Code (Pure Foundations)
This honest and enlightening book from one Christian
parent to another is filled with encouragement and
time-tested techniques for anyone who wants to
ensure the health and happiness of their own family.
Jim Burns will be the first to tell you that no family is
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own – and in 10 Building Blocks
for a Strong Family, he emphasizes the heartening
news that most parents do a good job of parenting
but just don’t know it. Here parents will find personal
stories from interviews with parents and experts on
family relationships, covering almost every aspect of
parenting – from helping children deal with stress to
learning to play together as a family. When readers
learn the 10 essential principles for creating a strong,
close-knit household, they’ll discover a family that
shines with love for God and one another!

The 30-Day Sex Solution
Expert, biblical answers to tough questions
Every couple has those questions they don't know
how or whom to ask! Sexual Intimacy in Marriage
discusses the basics, like the definition of marriage,
and the not-so-basic topics, such as achieving sexual
pleasure and biblically "OK" sexual activity. It
addresses real people in the real world--without
compromising God's wonderful purpose and design
for his gift of sex.
This highly acclaimed, medically and biblically
accurate book extensively covers sex in marriage with
a sensitivity and frankness that every couple will
appreciate. With over 100,000 copies in print, and
now in its fourth edition, this best-selling biblically
based book for nearly-weds, newly-weds, and trulyweds is the gold standard for Christian intimacy
guides.
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"Has greatly benefited our own family and marriage
relationship. . . . Marvelously blends the glory of sex
with the reality of life."
--Dr. Tony and Lois Evans
"Scientifically accurate, biblically based, intensely
practical, and written with a large dose of humor."
--David Stevens, President, Christian Medical & Dental
Association
"Cutrer and Glahn . . . cut through the fog of partial
truths to help newlyweds, soon-to-weds, or couples
who have been married for years."
--The Dallas/Fort Worth Heritage

Stripped Down
The Little Book of Great Dates will help build romance
and fun into any marriage with its creative ideas for a
year’s worth of weekly affordable dates. This book—a
simpler, gift version of Focus on the Family’s The Date
Night Challenge campaign—will help couples to
proactively and intentionally build their relationship,
showing how everyday activities can become “dates”
that strengthen the marriage relationship. It includes
plans for special-occasion dates, such as the couple’s
anniversaries (first date, engagement, wedding),
birthdays, etc. Couples can get to know each other
better by sharing fun times and discover dating again
in their marriage with this great little book of ideas!

Intimacy After Infidelity
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Do you ever wonder why marriage can seem like the
end of intimacy and sexual desire instead of the
beginning? Ever wonder why it was so hard to resist
sex before marriage–and so easy to resist it now? If
so, you’re not alone! Many married women genuinely
want to feel more desire toward their husbands…and
can’t figure out what went wrong. But there’s good
news. In Kiss Me Again, Barbara Wilson shows how
powerful “invisible bonds” from past relationships can
cause heartache, disappointment, and distance for
couples in the present. Then–with sensitivity, honesty,
and hope–Barbara walks you step by step toward
healing…and a rekindling of the closeness and
passion with your husband that you really want. You
don’t have to live any longer with confusion,
disappointment, resentment, or shame. You can
rediscover desire. You can say Wow! again.

And Baby Makes Three
Compares the transitional cycles of marriage to those
of nature, describes the attitudes and emotions of
each season, and offers seven strategies that enable
couples to enhance and improve their marital
relationship.

Creating an Intimate Marriage
Have Sex for 30 Days--and Transform Your Marriage!
Let's face it: Sex is the barometer of your relationship.
When the sex is great, odds are your relationship is
great, too. But when the sex is not so great--or
nonexistent!--your relationship suffers as well. Time
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handbook is the brainchild of Playboy Playmate and
sex psychologist Dr. Victoria Zdrock Wilson and her
therapist husband John Wilson. This happily married
expert couple shows you and your partner now to
reclaim intimacy, one day--and night!--at a time: Days
1-6: Renew your vows, reduce distractions, focus on
just you two Days 7-12: Recapture romance and
rekindle your passion Days 13-18: Rediscover each
other--and reinvent yourselves as a couple Days
19-24: Embrace the power of play Days 25-30:
Become sexual and spiritual soul mates Together, the
Wilsons give you a sensual roadmap back to the
affection, commitment, and passion you once shared.
Because love--and sex--really is better the second
time around!

Library Journal
Are you still struggling with communication in your
marriage? Do you want to improve your marriage
intimacy and a have a real conversation with your
spouse? Do you want your spouse to understand you
better? Communication is the most important aspect
of marriage relationship. No long-term relationship
can thrive in the absence of effective communication.
The level of intimacy maintained in committed
relationship depends on how well partners are able to
communicate their feelings. Both verbal and
nonverbal communications must be applied
effectively in order to stimulate change and the desire
for growth in every marriage. This book digs deep on
the art of effective communication, and exposes the
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exact strategies used
happy couples to express
themselves without starting a fight or accusing one
another. The tips in this book are focused on making
sure couples achieve a total satisfaction at the end of
every discussion that concerns marriage intimacy,
family and life in general. Among the things you will
learn in this book are… -Getting your partner to openup -How to open-up without causing a fight -Ways to
express your emotions effectively -Getting your
spouse to talk to you about everything
-Understanding your spouse better You will also
learn… -Ways to improve communication skills -How
to improve marriage intimacy -How to speak the
vulnerable truth -How to master communication and
build trust If you want to improve your marriage
communication and rekindle love, this book is for you.
Tag: non-violent communication equipment board in
marriage, principles for a lifetime miracles couples
skills progressive technical interplay, how to
communicate with husband, intimate communication,
family communication, communication when dating,
effective communication tips and tricks,
understanding love languages through
communication, the magic of communication in
marriage, getting the love you want in marriage,
importance of communication in marriage, types of
communication in marriage

Creating a Successful Christian Marriage
This classic text, written by a father-and-son team,
looks at the nuclear family as a social institution and
provides guidance for interaction and adjustment
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authors treat such practical matters as
communicating, working through interpersonal
differences, and growing in relationships within the
family. They also discuss the impact of cultural
expectations on family patterns and define ideal
family roles developed in Scripture. Other topics
covered include parenting, extended family
relationships, finances, and nontraditional families.
Now available in paperback.

Communication: Key to Your Marriage
We all want to guide our children into the abundant
life that Jesus offers. But when we pursue the more
and better that the world offers above our pursuit of
Jesus, we fall into dangerous parenting habits. In
Becoming a Spiritually Healthy Family, Michelle
Anthony unpacks six common dysfunctional parenting
styles that we fall into out of habit, lack of attention,
or just oversight due to busyness. If you long to show
your children Jesus but don't know how to do it, you'll
find hope in this practical guide to creating a
relentlessly grace-filled home that is focused on God
as first in charge. Includes Scripture guides, reflection
questions, ideas for family rites of passage, and other
real life family examples.

The Art of Intimate Marriage
From advertisements to mommy blogs to Pinterest,
scenes of domestic bliss abound, painting a picture of
perfection and expectation nearly impossible to live
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up to. Why can't you
a full-time job, stylishly
clothe yourself and your children, plan a party for
twelve with handmade decorations, keep your house
sparkling clean without chemicals, and bake a
gourmet meal in the same day? Everyone else is
doing it! For many women, housework has become
more than chores that need to be done; it is a symbol
of identity. Sheila Wray Gregoire wants to stop that
thinking in its tracks and help women back to a life of
balance--for their sakes and for their families. She
encourages women to shift their focus from
housekeeping to relationships and shows them how to
foster responsibility and respect in all family
members. The second edition retains the helpful,
concrete advice on everyday situations such as
strategies for tackling chores and budgets and tips on
effective communication, while incorporating the
wisdom Sheila has gained through her interaction
with thousands of readers of her blog and through her
speaking ministry over the past ten years. Through
the principles in To Love, Honor, and Vacuum,
Gregoire promises readers they can grow and thrive
in the midst of their hectic lives-even if their
circumstances stay the same.

Understanding Your Teen
When a marriage is new, it’s exciting. But as time
passes, couples can drift apart and wrestle with the
challenges that are common in any marriage. It can
feel overwhelming, but together, couples will find that
a healthy marriage has thousands of course changes.
In this follow-up to Getting Ready for Marriage,
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Doug Fields offer a practical
guide designed to help newlyweds build a strong
foundation for a marriage that will last a lifetime.
Along with explaining the traits of a healthy marriage,
The First Few Years of Marriage helps couples rekindle
romance, fight fair, and deal with stress, the
challenges of the first baby, and much more. This
easy-to-read book gives married couples everything
they need to go the distance together.

10 Building Blocks for a Solid Family
The 10 Keys to a Successful Remarriage Based on the
author’s personal experience, over 30 years of clinical
practice, knowledge from leading marriage and
remarriage researchers, and 100 in-depth interviews
of remarried people, The Remarriage Manual offers 10
essential keys to a successful remarriage: Build a
Culture of Appreciation, Respect, and Tolerance.
Negativity is toxic. Personal growth and love are
possible when you can express appreciation through
positive words and actions. Make Your Remarriage a
Top Priority. Never underestimate the power of
intentional time with your partner to increase physical
and emotional intimacy. Ditch the Baggage from Your
First Marriage. Learn ways to be more reflective and
less reactive to triggers that hit raw spots or
vulnerabilities stemming from prior relationships.
Don’t Keep Secrets about Money. Remarried couples
face complicated financial issues such as unequal
assets, child support, alimony, and education costs for
children and stepchildren. Honesty and full disclosure
about finances are essential. Don’t Let Mistrust Stop
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You from Being Vulnerable
and Emotionally Intimate.
Learn that vulnerability and trust go hand in hand and
the steps you can take to be authentic and intimate
with your partner so you can achieve long-lasting
love. Get Sexy and Fall in Love All Over Again. Given
the stressors of a second marriage, it can be
particularly challenging to stay sexually intimate. Yet
moments of connection, such as touching, talking, or
making love, are all part of the glue that holds a
second marriage together. Don’t Make a Big Deal
about Nothing . . . but Do Deal with Important Issues.
Differences in beliefs, expectations, and
conversational styles can cause you to blow things
out of proportion and tune each other out. Effective
communication will help you overcome these types of
misunderstandings. Manage the Flames of Conflict.
You can’t avoid disagreements entirely. What you can
do, however, is learn how to manage them
successfully to avoid the “blame game” so that they
can nourish rather than drain your remarriage.
Embrace Your Role as a Stepparent and Create
Positive Stepfamily Memories. There is no such thing
as instant love in a stepfamily. When biological
parents are involved, the relationships can get even
trickier. Learn to adjust to your role as a
stepparent—the chances of a second marriage
succeeding go way up when both partners adopt an
attitude of “we’re in this together.” Say You’re Sorry
and Mean It. Studies show that apologizing to your
partner for hurting their feelings and granting
forgiveness are crucial to the success of a second
marriage. It’s essential that remarried couples learn
the value of sincere apologies and forgiveness.
Drawing on the experiences of dozens of couples and
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remarriage scenarios,
Terry Gaspard shows you how
to bring each key home and set up your relationship
for lasting success. Whether you are thinking of
remarrying and concerned about going the distance
or are already remarried and struggling, The
Remarriage Manual provides the expert advice,
practical tools, hope, and inspiration you need to
prevent challenges from becoming deal breakers. The
10 keys provided here will help put you and your
spouse on solid footing; keep the flame between you
burning bright; and build a deeply trusting, loving,
and sustainable connection for the long haul.

Questions for Couples
An eminent therapist explains what makes couples
compatible and how to sustain a happy marriage. For
the past thirty-five years, John Gottman’s research
has been internationally recognized for its
unprecedented ability to precisely measure
interactive processes in couples and to predict the
long-term success or failure of relationships. In this
groundbreaking book, he presents a new approach to
understanding and changing couples: a fundamental
social skill called “emotional attunement,” which
describes a couple’s ability to fully process and move
on from negative emotional events, ultimately
creating a stronger relationship. Gottman draws from
this longitudinal research and theory to show how
emotional attunement can downregulate negative
affect, help couples focus on positive traits and
memories, and even help prevent domestic violence.
He offers a detailed intervention devised to cultivate
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attunement, thereby
respect, and show affection. Emotional attunement is
extended to tackle the subjects of flooding, the story
we tell ourselves about our relationship, conflict,
personality, changing relationships, and gender.
Gottman also explains how to create emotional
attunement when it is missing, to lay a foundation
that will carry the relationship through difficult times.
Gottman encourages couples to cultivate attunement
through awareness, tolerance, understanding, nondefensive listening, and empathy. These qualities, he
argues, inspire confidence in couples, and the sense
that despite the inevitable struggles, the relationship
is enduring and resilient. This book, an essential
follow-up to his 1999 The Marriage Clinic, offers
therapists, students, and researchers detailed
intervention for working with couples, and offers
couples a roadmap to a stronger future together.

Little Book of Great Dates
What does it take to make a marriage intimate,
loving, and fun? It all starts with communication, the
key to a vibrant, happy, lifelong partnership. In this
new updated edition of the bestselling classic, trusted
marriage and family counselor Dr. Norman Wright
does not just show readers the different ways men
and women communicate. He shows how to do it
right! Readers will find practical ways to reduce
marital conflict, manage anger, build up one another's
self-esteem, and listen and understand each other at
deeper and more satisfying levels. This updated
edition also includes all-new reflection questions at
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the end of each chapter
for couples or groups.
The Intimate Marriage
Your church or ministry will greatly benefit from the
information contained within this book. Learn a
practical definition for marriage in the church as well
as God’s design for marriage. Look at the various
stages of marriage and the different forms of
marriage. And learn how to use the various
components of ministry to marriage, including a
structure that will greatly enhance your ministry mix.
Topics include: Why marriage ministry? Components
of marriage ministry Structuring marriage ministry
Connecting points for marriage ministry

Getting Ready for Marriage
How to connect or reconnect with your spouse, grow
together, and strengthen your marriage - EVEN if you
don't know where to start. Do you feel something is
missing in your marriage? Do you feel like
roommates? Are you worried about drifting apart? Do
you ever miss the connection you once had? Do you
want to fall "in love" again so you can rekindle
intimacy in your marriage? Needless to say, you are
not alone. The truth is, we all want to feel loved and
desired by the person we have committed to spend
the rest of our life with. Somewhere along the
journey, life gets in the way; busy schedules,
pregnancies, kids, health issues, looming work
deadlines, career changes, unexpected life and family
events, etc. Your spouse is physically present with
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you, but it feels like
they
are miles away. The spark
and excitement is starting to wane. You are slowly
growing apart. The sad truth is this: Lack of intimacy
in marriage can easily lead to resentment, anger,
frustrations, feeling neglected, miserable, and even
divorce. But, don't give up yet. No matter how
hopeless you feel about the state of your marriage,
we believe you can rekindle intimacy with your
spouse. Because it happened to us too. We used to be
just like you, missing that deep connection,
meaningful conversations, and excitement we had
when we first met. However, we have used what we
share in this book to reconnect, grow together, and
rekindle intimacy in our marriage; emotionally,
intellectually, spiritually, physically, sexually, and
much more. As a result, we now have a healthier,
happier, sexier, and satisfying marriage. In this book,
you will learn how to: 1. Connect or reconnect with
your spouse so that you can rekindle your marriage,
without breaking your budget. 2. Overcome
emotional, physical, and sexual intimacy issues like
mismatched sexual desires in the bedroom. 3.
Communicate your feelings with courage, even when
you are hurt, frustrated, or angry. 4. Create a safe
haven so you can be vulnerable with each other
without feeling judged. 5. Deal with anxiety about
intimacy for yourself or your spouse. 6. The 5 simple
things we do every day that has been proven to
strengthen intimacy in many marriages; even if you
don’t have much time. 7. More than 52 conversation
starters for deeper conversations, building trust,
intellectual and emotional intimacy. 8. The different
forms of intimacy every couple needs to know so you
can build that intimate connection you both desire. 9.
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Over 69 simple, yet
effective
intimacy, romance, and the passion you once had.
Plus, the 30-Day and 12-Month intimacy challenge for
couples; which is about practicing intimacy in your
marriage every single day. You see, a marriage
without emotional and sexual intimacy is bound to be
unfulfilling. So, if you want to enhance intimacy in
your marriage, rekindle the romance, and have
satisfying sex with your spouse, then this book is for
you. More importantly, Emotional and Sexual Intimacy
in Marriage will change the way you relate with your
spouse, live your marriage, and make intimacy a part
of your daily life - starting today! Scroll to the top to
buy your copy of this intimacy book for couples today.
--------------- Keywords related to this intimacy book for
couples: Intimacy book for couples, emotional
intimacy, sexual intimacy, intimacy in marriage, how
to reconnect with your spouse, how to connect with
spouse, intimacy book for married couples, marriage
books, marriage books for couples, newlyweds book,
books for couples, marriage help books, relationship
help books, relationship books, books for couples,
books for married couples, physical intimacy, rekindle
marriage, rekindle relationship, rekindle intimacy,
intimacy anorexia, fear of intimacy, fear of intimacy,
lack of intimacy, forms of intimacy, rekindle romance,

Staying Close
Closer
From communication to sex, from divorce to the
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sanctity of marriage,
Intimate Marriage' will lead
you past the potential problems of the marital
relationship into joyous communion with your partner
in Christ.
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